
 

Letters and Sounds  

Order of Phases 
 

Phase 2 Set 1 

s snake wiggle hand like a snake 

a apple pretend to eat an apple 

t tap tap your hand like your taping something 

p pig pretend to make a pigs nose with your fist 

Set 2 

i igloo Make a an igloo shape with two hands together 

n nose tap your nose 

m mouse gesture whiskers like a mouse 

d drum playing a drum 

Set 3  

g goat make a beard like a goat 

o octopus shake/jiggle your arms like an octopus 

c crab hands making crab pincers (castanets) 

k kangaroo pretend to bounce like kangaroo 

Set 4  

ck rock fist in palm of hand (Emphasise that this sound is at the end of the 

word) 

e elephant bring out arm like a trunk 

u umbrella putting an umbrella up 

r robot arms move like a robot 

Set 5 

h horse pretend to gallop 

b ball bounce a ball 

f fluff blowing fluff off your hand 

ff fluff blowing fluff off your hand (emphasise this is the double ff) 

l lolly licking a lolly 

ll lolly lolly a lolly (emphasise that this is the double ‘l’ sound) 

ss mess wavy hands like a mess! 

Phase 3 Set 6  

j jelly shake like a jelly 

v van driving a steering wheel 

w well winding up a well 

x box box dance  

Set 7  

y yogurt eating a yoghurt 

z zip pretend to be zipping up a jacket 

zz buzz flying like a bee (emphasise double ‘z’ and its normally at the end) 

qu queen pretend to make a crown 

 



Phase 3 Graphemes  

ch church hands like a steeple  

sh shoot  pretend to shoot 

th thumb thumbs up 

ng ring hold up wedding finger (emphasise its normally at the end of a word)  

ai rain Make rain with fingers 

ee feet Point at feet.  

igh light Point to a light 

oa boat Hand gestures like a boat on water 

oo moon Make a circle shape with both hands 

oo book Open a book.  

ar car Pretend to be driving a car 

or fork Pretend to eat 

ur hurt Pretend to look sad  

ow bow Take a mini bow 

oi coin Pretend to flick a coin in the air 

ear tear Point to a trickle going down your face 

air hair Pretend to touching long hair 

ure sure Give a thumbs up 

er boxer Fight like a boxer 

 

 

Phase 5 Graphemes 

ie    tie point to your tie 

ea tea pretend to have a drink 

ar car pretend to drive a car 

oy boy point to a girl 

ir girl Point to a girl 

ow snow Pretend to snow 

ou cloud Draw a fluffy cloud in the air 

ue glue Pretend hands are stuck together 

ph phone Pretend to be on the phone 

ew chew Pretend to chew 

aw saw Pretend to saw  

oe Toe Point to your toe 

wh wheel Draw a wheel in the air 

ay may I play Put out hand for friendship 

ey monkey Make monkey arms  

a (ar) fast Running arms 

a-e make a cake Mixing bowl action 

y cry Knuckles over eyes 

augh naughty Fist in the air  

tch catch Pretend to catch something 

e-e these Sharing action  



i-e bike Pretend to ride bike 

o-e home Draw a house shape in the air  

u-e huge Stretch arms out wide 

ch school Pretend to be teacher waving finger 

a (pronounced o) what Put hands apart and look bothered!  

g (pronounced j) giant Put hands up high 

Zh treasure Dig a box of treasure 

ea (e) head Point to head 

e(ee) me Point to self 

i (igh) behind Point behind  

o(oh) no X shape  

u human Using arms to indicate oneself 

u (oo) Pull Pulling action  

y (ee) smelly Wave hands over nose 

c (soft) circle Make a circle 

ture picture Take a picture 

dge badger Use hands to crawl  

mb comb Pretend to comb hair 

kn knee Point to knee  

wr write  Write in the air 

are square Make a square in the air 

ere where Pretend to look around 

our four Hold up four fingers 

ear early Point to watch  

or work Pretend to write  

ie thief Pretend to take something  
 

Here are some useful website that can help your child with their phonic 

development and interest. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/alphablocks  

 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/freeIndex.htm 

 

https://www.phonicsbloom.com 

 

https://www.teachyourmonstertoread.com 

 

http://www.letters-and-sounds.com/phase-2-games.html 

 

http://www.familylearning.org.uk/phonics_games.html 
 


